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K-12 Education: The Cybersecurity Gap 
Today’s educational IT environments have Chromebooks, Android, and iOS 
devices—including school- and student BYOD-owned—that greatly enrich the 
student learning experience. Putting a device in the hands of every student has 
become the new normal for schools. In fact, 59% of educational institutions 
have at least one device per student in the classroom, and there are more than 
50 million Chromebooks in schools worldwide.1, 2 However, unprotected mobile 
devices introduce security risk. 

In addition, there has been a 466% increase in malware attacks against  
K-12 schools.3 Therefore, it is also of vital importance to protect staff endpoints too.

Security Made Easy for Schools 
Protecting school devices against outside threats demands advanced protection 
that’s also easy for small IT teams to use. ThreatDown K-12 Bundle delivers the 
perfect balance between power and ease with a solution that’s every  
bit as strong as schools need yet simple to manage. 

• Superior Defense 
Award-winning security 
innovations and 24x7x365 service 
that optimize device uptime and 
student/staff productivity

• Easiest to Use  
Intuitive design with simplicity 
and speed in mind. Suitable for 
resource-constrained K-12 IT teams

• Best Value  
Powerful protection and 
simplicity at an affordable  
price for an excellent return  
on security investment

Award-Winning Endpoint Security 
ThreatDown K-12 Bundle features our advanced technologies and 24x7x365 services managed by our 
cybersecurity experts for comprehensive protection delivered as a single, hassle-free bundle. K-12 Bundle 
is built on our strongest AI/ML-driven prevention, detection, and response technologies fortified by  
built-in innovations that shrink your attack surface. These technologies simplify the process of finding  
and patching software vulnerabilities and prevent unauthorized programs from executing.

Advanced Mobile Protection
ThreatDown K-12 Bundle provides effective protection for Chromebooks, Android, iPadOS, and iOS 
devices, guarding against the latest mobile threats such as ransomware, malicious apps, and potentially unwanted programs 
(PUPs). With real-time protection, schools can also prevent accidental access to harmful websites, safeguard against malicious 
apps, block unwanted in-app ads, and enable a secure mobile experience for their students.

Unified Endpoint Management
ThreatDown extends powerful endpoint protection across all devices to substantially strengthen your school’s cybersecurity 
posture. Quick and easy to deploy, it saves time and resources with unified endpoint management for both traditional and 
mobile devices—all from the same cloud-native console.

Gain Centralized Visibility
Powerful security starts with pervasive visibility. You can easily view activity across all your devices—in real time.

• Single, unified platform and visibility for your traditional and mobile endpoints 

• Monitor and protect your devices from a single pane of glass

• Understand the threats to your devices and mitigate the risks

K-12 BUNDLE: SECURITY FOR 
EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
Unified protection for staff and student devices

ThreatDown Helps Schools
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Threatdown K-12 Bundle – Features 
• Managed Detection and Response: 24x7x365 monitoring by our experts, who analyze, respond to, and remediate 

threats on your behalf (even those that escape technological detection)

• Endpoint Detection and Response: Award-winning solution that provides continual active detection and response, 
suspicious activity monitoring, integrated cloud sandbox, and Ransomware Rollback

• Managed Threat Hunting: Automated alert scanning that correlates EDR data against external and internal threat 
intelligence feeds, prioritizing threats and escalating the most critical with clear, step-by-step, response guidance

• Endpoint Protection: Defense-in-depth prevention that stops signature-based, fileless, and zero-day attacks before  
they infiltrate your system

• Vulnerability Assessment: Run scans on demand or on schedule to search for operating system and application vulnerabilities

• Patch Management: Automate the patching process to lock up potential access points 

• Application Block: Easily block unauthorized programs to enforce acceptable-use policies

• Incident Response: Built on our proprietary Linking Engine that not only removes malware executables but finds  
and automatically eradicates all associated files and changes to prevent re-infection

• 31-day lookbacks by our team of experts, who search for Indicators of Compromise to stop attacks and refine  
detections and alerts going forward

Mobile Security – Features 
Chromebook Android iOS

24/7 real-time protection against emerging threats a a a

Advanced antivirus, anti-malware, anti-spyware & more a a

Malicious app protection a a

App privacy audit a a

Safe web browsing a a

Block ads and ad trackers a

Outcomes for Schools 
• Secure staff resources with expert service and innovative technologies, including: laptops, desktops, and servers 

• Preserve the security and quality of your Chromebooks, Android, and iOS devices

• Protect your students and keep them safe from noxious cyber threats 

• Improve the security of your school environment by 
safeguarding your mobile devices

• Save time and money by adding mobile security without 
introducing another management tool

• Reduce helpdesk tickets related to mobile alerts  
and infections

Learn More

Complete protection for K-12 education at a price 
that makes sense. Call today to get started.
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